
Feature American Dynamics
Manufacturer's Model & Version Video Edge NVR

4.8.1.558

Manufacturer's Software/Firmware Version Tested SDK 9.0.597.79

Victor VMS 4.5.0.698

HIRSCH Video Integration framework Version 1.1

DVR Plug-in (to HVI framework) Version (not applicable)

HIRSCH Velocity Versions Supported 3.6 SP2

Release Date / Projected Release

Identiv Part Number VEL-AD-PLUGIN

Features
Add a DVR and manage (rename, edit properties, delete) it 

Test a DVR's network connection 

Synchronize DVR's time with a server (Velocity Server or common Windows time 

server)



Manage feature access and usage via role permissions and device permissions 

Add and manage (view, edit, delete) trigger-action pairs 

Trigger recordings on multiple cameras:

    Specify the duration for each triggered recording



    Include an optional preset camera action (defined at DVR)

    for each triggered recording



    Specify the frame rate for each triggered recording —
Trigger display of multiple live video feeds (via a view group) 

Trigger other actions in Velocity (via a command set) —
Select video associated with an alarm (via icon in Alarm Viewer) 

View video associated with an alarm (with player controls) 

Search for recorded videos (by camera locations, time range, 

and types of Velocity events)

Limited to videos associated 

with Velocity Events

View recorded videos (from search results):

    From start at normal speed



    With player controls 

Store recorded video locally and replay it —
Enhance still photo (from video frame) —
Export still photo (from video frame) —
Enhance/edit recorded video —
Export recorded video —
Display live video from multiple (1, 4, 9, or 16) cameras 

Create and manage (review, edit, delete) view groups 

Sequencing/switching of multiple live video feeds —
Operate movable (Pan/Tilt/Zoom) camera 

Manually generate/stop alarm on a camera —
Manually record live video from a camera:

    Specify the duration



American Dynamics NVR Video Integration Details

Core Velocity Integration



    Include an optional preset camera action (defined at DVR) 

    Specify the frame rate —
Generate reports about videos 

Generate reports about trigger-action pairs 

Camera/analytics events sent to Velocity 

   Motion 

   Camera offline 

   Suspect search

   etc.

Graphics icons 

   Pull live video 

   PTZ 

   Replay last alarm —
   Replay any alarm from Graphics list of Alarms —
Viewer auto-popup on Alarm 


